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1. Which of the following would NOT be taken into consideration when ensuring that VIDEO CONTENT is 
RELEVANT to the project purpose and APPROPRIATE for the target audience? 

The budget 
2. Which option is a series of sketches or photos showing the sequence planned for the film? 

Storyboards 

3. What are clip notes used for? 

Communicating with peers and/or clients 

4. On the timeline, the TRACK SELECT tool selects: 

   Everything from where you click and forward 

5. What is the correct description of Crawling text? 

Titles that move horizontally 

6. Which option best describes Scriptwriters? 
People in a film crew who write and/or create the screenplays 

7. Which effect option below can be used to create a Green Screen effect also known as Chroma key? 

   Ultra Key 

8. Which three options are examples of a video genre? (Choose THREE.) 
   Documentary Action Suspense 
 
9. In order to "disguise" unwanted footage and replace it with something else, you would use: 
   Broll footage 
 
10. Inside of which two interface panels can you Trim Clips? 
   The Source Monitor Panel and the Timeline Panel 
 
11. Inside of which panel can you WATCH your entire sequence? 
   The Program Monitor Panel 
 
12. What is the correct description of Rolling Text? 
   Titles that move vertically 
 
13. Which option is a device or software that enables compression or decompression of digital video? 
   Video Codec 
 
14. Which frame allows you to search for and add new effects to the sequence? 

The Project Frame 
 
15. Which option is NOT a factor when determining which type of music to include in your videos for 
a target audience? 



   Your own stylistic preference 
 
16. Which two options are appropriate formats for video? (CHOOSE TWO.) 
  MPEG2, MPEG4 
 
17. Inside of which panel can you add or remove video clips to the sequence? 
  The Timeline Frame 
 
18. What is the purpose of a wide shot? 
  Same as a long shot-- it shows the object in relation to its surroundings 
 
19. Which option does not represent a copyright you hold? 
  Images that you took off the web yourself 
 
20. When is it important to export an image into the PNG format? 
  When trying to preserve transparency 


